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Abstract
Three types of entities—nonprofit, for-profit, and government—ownhospitals. Yet we know neither
whether hospital types specializein different medical services nor how service profitabilityaffects
specialization. In this econometric analysis of AmericanHospital Association data for every U.S.
urban, acute care hospital(1988–2000), more than thirty services were categorizedas relatively
profitable, unprofitable, or variable. For-profitsare most likely to offer relatively profitable medical
services;government hospitals are most likely to offer relatively unprofitableservices; nonprofits
often fall in the middle. For-profits arealso more responsive to changes in service profitability than
the other two types.
How do for-profit hospitals make profits? One theory is thatthey manage their case-mix more
carefully than nonprofit andgovernment hospitals do. For example, they differentially locatein
areas with relatively well-insured patients.1 Underlyingthis concept of profit making is the
assumption that all generalhospitals, regardless of ownership, are alike in the types ofmedical
services they provide. They merely differ in their patientmix.
This paper advances a different mechanism of profit making.It proposes that for-profit hospitals
are more likely than othertypes to decide which medical services to offer based on service
profitability. Under this theory, general hospitals do not providea standard array of medical
services. Instead, they specialize.Analyzing 1988–2000 data on medical service provisionfor
every U.S. urban, general hospital, this paper tests whetherhospital types specialize in services
based on profitability.Which profit-making method hospitals adopt, and to what degreehospital
types employ them, matters a great deal for tax policy,structuring reimbursement, and quality of
care.
Two-thirds of all U.S. urban hospitals are nonprofit, with theremainder split between for-profit and
government ownership.These hospital types operate under different legal rules. For-profitsmay
distribute accounting profits to shareholders, whereas governmentand nonprofit hospitals enjoy
income and property tax exemptions.However, there is reason to expect all hospitals to providea
similar array of medical services: General hospitals all treatpatients with a mix of needs, contract
with the same insurersand government payers, operate under the same health regulations,and
employ staff with the same training and ethical obligations.Consequently, it is not surprising that
much of the empiricalliterature on corporate ownership finds little difference amonghospital types.
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Although the ownership literature is voluminous and widely debatedin the United States and
abroad, it is incomplete.3 Studieshave mainly examined financial topics such as costs, profits,
billing, the value of uncompensated care, and responsivenessto financial pressure. Important
subjects such as quality, physiciancontrol, and patient access have been studied less frequently,
have focused on a limited number of services, and have generatedinconclusive results.4
Researchers have not previously looked broadly at whether anyhospital types systematically offer
relatively profitable servicesand avoid relatively unprofitable ones. To that end, this study
investigates how ownership affects the central activity of hospitals:medical care provision. It
evaluates more than thirty services,ranging from sports medicine to AIDS treatment, to ask
whetherownership is correlated with offering services and how thosechoices relate to profit
seeking.

Study Data And Methods
Hospital population. Data are from the American Hospital Association’s (AHA’s)Annual Surveys
of Hospitals during 1988–2000 and the 1990U.S. census. The AHA survey had almost a 20
percent nonresponserate, and nonrespondents were disproportionately for-profithospitals (1988:
3 percent nonprofit, 4 percent government,18 percent for-profit; 2000: 14 percent nonprofit, 20
percentgovernment, 26 percent for-profit). Since the same hospitalswere not missing in all years,
however, the results should bevalid. The analysis included all nonrural, acute care hospitalsthat
operate in metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs) with atleast two general medical and surgical
hospitals, excludingmilitary, uncategorized federal, and prison hospitals. I excludedrural hospitals
because there are relatively few for-profithospitals in rural areas and they provide a limited range
ofservices. In 1995, for example, of the roughly 2,500 rural hospitals,approximately 8 percent
were for-profit, and only a few providedopen-heart surgery.
Study variables. Hospitals were classified by ownership: nonprofit, for-profit,and government.
They were asked whether each service was offeredat the hospital or another hospital, or was not
available (1988–1993),or whether the service was offered at the hospital or a subsidiary,another
location in the system, the network, or a joint venture(1994–2000). Because the study assessed
hospital-basedservices, the first categories in the two survey versions weretreated as equivalent.
Roughly forty variables were includedin the data on acute care services, of which thirty-two were
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I imputed missing values using data from the years before andafter the missing year. For the end
years (1988, 2000) I basedthe imputation on the next or previous two years. Where severalvalues
were missing, I excluded the observations. Generally,I imputed fewer than 4 percent of
observations for each service.
Determining profitability. To test hospitals’ responsiveness to service profitability,I sorted
services into three categories: relatively high, low,and variable profitability (see Exhibit 1 ). The
classificationswere based primarily on the peer-reviewed medical and socialscience literature.
Also, because Medicare payments are thelargest single source of hospital revenues, I consulted
MedicarePayment Advisory Commission (MedPAC) and Prospective PaymentAssessment
Commission (ProPAC) reports to Congress for the relevantyears.5 Interviews with hospital
administrators and doctors,as well as analyses of the socioeconomic or insurance statusof
patients likely to demand various services, supported thecase that a service was relatively
profitable or unprofitable.
Because this project is concerned primarily with hospitals’behavior and motivation, I checked the
scientific literaturewith a review of trade publications, business magazines, andnewspaper
reports. The qualitative evaluation of relative serviceprofitability was critical to the project because
perceptionsof whether a service would be profitable were likely as importantdeterminants of
service investment choices as whether servicesturned out to be profitable. The various sources
yielded remarkablysimilar results.6 Abbreviated examples of three services follow.
Open-heart surgery, for example, is relatively profitable. Likealmost all surgical and related
services, cardiac services—includingcardiac catheterization labs, angioplasty, and coronary
arterybypass graft (CABG)—are widely known to be hospital profitcenters.7 Insurers typically
reimburse heart attack treatments at high rates, patients receiving CABG are unusually well
2insuredsince most are covered by Medicare, and there is high and increasingspending on cardiac

care.8 From 1984 to 1994, the real pricefor bypass surgery among Medicare patients rose 2.3
percentannually, from $29,176 to $36,564 (1991 dollars), while theshare of patients receiving the
treatment increased by one percentagepoint annually, from 5 percent to 15 percent.9 The costs
ofsupplying CABG in real terms either were flat or fell duringthe period.10 In 1991, because
spending on bypass surgery wasso high, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS,
then HCFA) ran a pilot program in which hospitals and physiciansnegotiated prices.11 During the
study period, for-profit corporationsopened single-service cardiac surgery centers, while
neighboringhospitals complained of losing profitable business.12
Conversely, hospital-based, psychiatric emergency services arerelatively unprofitable for several
reasons: (1) the emergencydepartment (ED) is a comparatively unprofitable setting, whichattracts
patients whose admissions are more costly than thoseof patients who are admitted to the hospital
by other means;(2) psychiatric care reimbursement is uncertain and often lowrelative to cost; and
(3) the care attracts a poor, poorly insured,sick, and difficult-to-manage population.13
Compared with that of acute care, the profitability of postacuteservices varied dramatically during
the 1980s and 1990s. Withlegal challenges to reimbursement resolved and the hospital
prospective payment system (PPS) implemented, postacute servicesbecame highly profitable by
the early 1990s.14 Unlike acuteservices diagnosis-related group (DRG) payments in which
hospitalsreceive a per episode payment for each patient, Medicare paidhospitals a cost-related
reimbursement for postacute services.Hospitals could increase reimbursements by unbundling
the servicesand transferring patients to postacute care at the end of theirhospital stay.15 There is
considerable evidence of these transfers.From 1981 to 1998 the number of inpatient days for
Medicarebeneficiaries fell at an average annual rate of 4.1 percent;from 1986 to 1998 home
health visits for Medicare beneficiariesgrew at an average annual rate of 15.6 percent.16
Payments wereparticularly generous to new entrants, with skilled nursingfacilities (SNFs) and
home health services exempt from costlimits for the first years of operation. In fact, home health
payments grew from $3.9 billion to more than $18.3 billion between1990 and 1996.17 Hospital
administrators and regulators alikerecognized the profitability potential of postacute care.18
With passage of the 1997 Balanced Budget Act (BBA) of 1997,however, the profit-making
opportunities plummeted. Medicarepayments were reduced, the CMS developed a PPS for
postacuteservices, and home health care spending fell by a factor oftwo.
Statistical analysis. Using a probit model, I analyzed whether ownership was correlatedwith the
probability of offering each of approximately thirtymedical services (Exhibit 1 ). Independent
variables includedownership, year, and the interaction of the two.
To correct for potential biases, I controlled for hospital andmarket characteristics. Hospital
variables included size (measuredby admissions), teaching status (measured by teaching
associationmembership), and a dummy variable for location by geographicregion. Market
characteristics included patients’ sex,race, household income, and age. These were compiled
using theten-mile radii around the centers of the hospitals’ ZIPcodes, the mean distance that
captures 75 percent of dischargesamong acute care urban hospitals.19
I adjusted for heteroskedasticity, and, because the probabilityof offering a service is not
independent among years, I allowedfor an arbitrary covariance matrix within each hospital over
time. By varying the hospital’s ownership type while holdingthe independent variables constant
(at 1994 levels or the next-closestyear), I predicted the probabilities that each hospital in each
year would offer a service. I then averaged the individual predictedprobabilities to obtain a single
probability that a hospitaltype would offer a service each year.
I performed sensitivity tests on the three services describedabove. Because size is the best
predictor of service offering,I restricted the regressions to the observations in the top,bottom, and
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middle two quartiles of hospitals measured by admissions.
To ensure that ownership, rather than geography, explained theseresults, I ran several sensitivity
tests related to hospitalregions. John Wennberg and others have observed that medicalservice
provision varies considerably by small region.20 Consequently,one might think that firm types
chose where to operate basedon the local character of demand. I tested this alternative
explanation for the results by using a fixed-effects approach,including an indicator variable for the
year 2000 Hospital ReferralRegions (HRRs) in which each hospital operates. I also alteredthe
region variable to account for areas of high for-profitpenetration (for example, the South and
Southwest) and includeddummy variables for all nine AHA regions.
To test the sensitivity to other market characteristics, I addedage-squared categories for the
percentage of the populationover age sixty-five and over age eighty. Because state payment
policies for mental health services vary considerably, I includedstate dummies and state-year
interactions for the psychiatricemergency service estimations. In addition, to test variationwithin
the government hospital category, I excluded hospitalsin the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA)
system.
Sensitivity tests also included propensity score analysis, amethod used to make causal
inferences when assignment to a group,such as nonprofit ownership status, is not random.21 The
resultsconfirmed that I compared hospitals that differed primarilyby ownership and not other
hospital characteristics such ashospital size. More specifically, I determined the conditional
probability of corporate ownership (nonprofit versus for-profit;nonprofit versus government,
government versus for-profit),given the observed characteristics used in the Probit estimates(the
propensity scores), created five subcategories definedby the estimated propensity score, and
predicted the probabilityof a hospital type’s offering a service in a given year,controlling for the
propensity grouping.

Study Results
The results demonstrate that among comparable hospitals, for-profitsare more likely than
nonprofits, which in turn are more likelythan government hospitals, to offer open-heart surgery.
Themagnitude of these differences seems large, given the importanceof the decision to offer the
service and the constraints todoing so. For-profits are, on average, 13.0 percentage pointsmore
likely than government hospitals (40.9 percent versus 27.9percent, p < .001) and 7.3 percentage
points more likelythan nonprofit hospitals (40.9 percent versus 33.6 percent,p <.001) to offer
open-heart surgery (Exhibit 2 ). Restrictingthe data to the smallest hospitals—those in the bottom
two admissions quartiles—the nonprofit-government differencefor open-heart surgery was
insignificant. This result is expectedbecause so few small hospitals offer open-heart surgery.
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EXHIBIT 2Hospitals’ Probability Of Offering Open-Heart Surgery, By Ownership Type,
1988–2000

Unlike open-heart surgery, for-profits are less likely thannonprofits, which in turn are less likely
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than government hospitals,to offer psychiatric emergency care (Exhibit 3 ). On averagefrom 1988
to 2000, controlling for other characteristics, 41percent of for-profit hospitals offered psychiatric
emergencyservices, compared with 48 percent of nonprofit and 56 percentof government
hospitals. Again, the magnitude of these differencesis large: For-profits are 15.0 percentage
points less likelythan government hospitals and 8.4 percentage points less likelythan nonprofit
hospitals (p <.01) to offer psychiatric emergencycare. Among the smallest hospitals, the nonprofit
versus for-profitdifference was insignificant, as was the difference betweennonprofit and non-VA
government hospitals.
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EXHIBIT 3Hospitals’ Probability Of Offering Psychiatric Emergency Services, By
Ownership Type, 1988–2000

Not only did the probability of offering home health care varyby ownership, but the relative
differences among types variedover time. The probability of offering home health serviceswhen
the service was profitable increased for all three hospitaltypes. However, among for-profits,
growth of home health carewhen profitable and decline when unprofitable were particularly
dramatic (Exhibit 4 ). From 1988 to 1996, the probability ofa for-profit hospital’s offering home
health servicesmore than tripled (17.5 percent to 60.9 percent), controllingfor hospital and market
characteristics. During the same period,the probability of offering home health care only grew
slightlymore than ten percentage points (40.9 percent to 51.7 percent)for nonprofit and fourteen
percentage points (38.1 percent to51.9 percent) for government hospitals. From 1997 to 2000, as
home health care became relatively unprofitable with the implementationof the BBA of 1997, the
probability of offering it fell a striking37.5 percentage points among for-profit, 7.7 percentage
pointsamong nonprofit, and 1.5 percentage points among governmenthospitals.
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EXHIBIT 4Hospitals’ Probability Of Offering Home Health Services, By Ownership
Type, 1988–2000

INCLUDEPICTURE "http://content ). While for-profit hospitals were only somewhat morelikely
than nonprofits to offer relatively profitable services,both for-profit and nonprofit hospitals were
considerably morelikely than government hospitals to offer relatively profitableservices. For-profits
were less likely than nonprofits, whichin turn were less likely than government hospitals, to offer
relatively unprofitable services. For-profit hospitals weremore responsive than the other types
were to rapid changes inservice profitability (Exhibit 6 ). The average probability ofa hospital
type’s offering a medical service from 1988through 2000, controlling for other characteristics, is
reportedin Exhibit 7 .
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Discussion And Policy Implications

Medical service offerings vary markedly by ownership, likelybecause hospital types adopt or
prioritize goals differently.Although all hospitals must earn sufficient profits to operate,the
evidence here suggests that for-profits are more likelyto respond to profitability than the other

types. For example, ownership could be consideredin designing reimbursement policies. In
addition, if they hopeto secure a full range of services, states’ attorneysgeneral should consider
the mix of types in a market when overseeinghospital conversions.
A further implication is that the measure traditionally usedto justify nonprofit tax exemptions—the
provision of uncompensatedcare—is too limited. Recent calls to eliminate nonprofitsubsidies,
commonly founded on the claim that there are no importantdifferences among corporate types,
should be rejected.22 Differencesin service mix matter to all patients, not only the uninsuredand
nonpaying patients.
Although this paper has not addressed health outcomes, it doesraise the question of the
relationship between service profitabilityand medical appropriateness. As discussed in the home
healthexample above, for-profits’ responsiveness to incentivesis noteworthy for its magnitude and
speed. However, we do notknow whether the most medically appropriate mix of hospitalservices
is the most profitable. Public payment rates are setthrough a complex and changing process
based on, among otherfactors, the evolving judgment of rate setters, imperfect adjustmentsfor
hospital markets’ demographic and geographic characteristics,and the political strength of
interested parties. Private paymentrates result from complex negotiations and relative bargaining
power. We need more study on how and, indeed, whether theseprocesses produce incentives for
hospitals to provide a medicallyappropriate service mix.
Study limitations. Despite the methodological strength of this work—particularlythe focus on
medical services rather than financial behaviorand the breadth of services studied—it has
limitations.First, as discussed above, the nonrespondents were disproportionatelyfor-profit. The
data are self-reported and not independentlyverified, although there is no reason to suspect that
data reliabilityis correlated with ownership.
Second, despite the rigorous nature of the research used todetermine profitability, a note of
caution is necessary. Profitabilityis not an inherent attribute of medical services; rather, itdepends
on institution-specific factors such as management skills,case-mix, and local input costs. Further,
even within a singlehospital, costs and charges differ, discounts vary by individualpayer, and
allocation of joint costs blur the profitabilitypicture. Despite these complications, however, one can
reasonablycompare the relative profitability of services defined as bluntlyas they are in the AHA
data.
Whether nonprofit organizations behave differently from otherownership types, particularly in the
hospital industry, hasraised considerable debate. In 2004 more than fifty lawsuitsalleging that
nonprofit hospitals have violated their charitableobligations were filed in federal district courts
alone.23 Congressis considering an extensive overhaul of the nonprofit sector’sregulatory regime
to increase accountability.24 Any discussionof the value of nonprofit hospital ownership must
account forthe significant differences in service offerings among hospitaltypes and how those
offerings vary according to profitability.
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